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 Tub

   Saman saw a tub. 

   It was a neat tub. 

   “I saw a tub,” said 

Saman. 

   “It was a neat tub,” he 

said.
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 Jug

   Saman saw a jug. 

   It was a neat jug. 

   “I saw a jug,” said 

Saman. 

   “It was a neat jug,” he 

said.
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 Rug

   Saman saw a rug. 

   It was a neat rug. 

   “I saw a rug,” said 

Saman. 

   “It was a neat rug,” he 

said.
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Bun

   Saman saw a bun. 

   It was a neat bun. 

   “I saw a bun,” said 

Saman. 

   “It was a neat bun,” he 

said.
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 Cup

   Saman saw a cup. 

   It was a neat cup. 

   “I saw a cup,” said 

Saman. 

   “It was a neat cup,” he 

said.
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 Bus

   Saman saw a bus. 

   It was a neat bus. 

   “I saw a bus,” said 

Saman. 

   “It was a neat bus,” he 

said.
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 Hut

   Saman saw a hut. 

   It was a neat hut. 

   “I saw a hut,” said 

Saman. 

   “It was a neat hut,” he 

said.
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Nut

   Saman saw a nut. 

   It was a neat nut. 

   “I saw a nut,” said 

Saman. 

   “It was a neat nut,” he 

said.
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